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1. INTR~OUCTION 
It is known [3] that all Moufang Loops of order p, p2, pq and p3 are 
groups when p and q are prime. The purpose of this paper is to prove the 
following: 
THEOREM 1.1. IF L is a Moufang Loop of order p2q, where p and q are 
odd primes, THEN L is a group. 
We also show 
THEOREM 1.2. IF L is a Moufang Loop of order pqr with 2 < p < q < r 
prime, THEN L is a group. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A Moufang Loop is a loop such that 
(XYW) = (X(YZ)b 
for all x, y, and z in L. It is known [l] that (2.1) implies both 
((XY)Z)Y = X(Y(ZY)), 
X(YW)) = ((XY)X)Z. 
(2.1) 
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It is also known that Moufang Loops are diassociative, which means that 
any two elements of the loop generate a group (that is, an associative 
Moufang Loop). (This means, in particular, that each element of the loop 
has a well-behaved inverse element.) For a basic discussion of Moufang 
Loops, see [ 11, whose notation we follow. We need a few basic results, 
which we state here: 
THEOREM 2.2 (Moufang’s Theorem). Let L be a Moufang Loop. IF 
x( yz) = (xy)z for some x, y, and z in L; THEN (x, y, z) (the subloop 
generated by x, y, and z) is a group [ 11. 
LEMMA 2.3. IF H and K are subloops of L THEN are both Moufang 
Loops, and so is their intersection [ 11. 
LEMMA 2.4. IF L is a Moufang Loop of odd order, THEN L is solvable 
and Lagrange’s Theorem is true for L [6, Theorems 16 and 21. 
Let (n), be the highest power of the prime p which divides the integer n. 
For any set of primes rc, let (n), be the product npcn (n),. Then H is a 
Hall n-subloop of L iff it is a subloop whose order is (1 LO,. (I LI is the 
order of L.) If H is a subloop whose order divides (ILI),, then it is called a 
n-subloop, so every Hall n-subloop is a 7c-subloop. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Hall’s Theorem). IF L is a Moufang Loop of odd order, 
THEN 
1. there exists a Hall z-subloop of L for any set of primes x; 
2. every prime dividing the number of Hall n-subloop of L divides L 
and is not in z; and 
3. every x-subloop of L is contained in a Hall x-subloop of L 
[6, Theorems 12 and 161. 
If rc is a single prime p, we call this theorem the Sylow Theorem, and the 
Hall z-subloops, Sylow p-subloops. 
LEMMA 2.6 (Chein’s Lemma). Zf H is a subloop of a finite Moufang 
Loop L, u is an element of L and d is the smallest positive integer so that ud 
is in H, THEN the order of (H, u) is at least d) HI, and equality occurs iff 
every element of (H, u> has a unique representation of the form hu” with h 
in H and 0 < a < d [4, Lemma 01. 
In particular, if (u) does not meet H and the order of u is d, 
then I(H, u)l =dJHI. (For if hu’=ku’, we get h=ku~.uuh=kuuPh (by 
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diassociativity), and then k -‘h = u”- b so a = b and h = k, so equality hold 
by the last part of the lemma.) 
We also need the structure of all Moufang Loops of order pq, p and q 
prime. 
LEMMA 2.7. IF L is a Moufang Loop of order pq, such that p and q are 
primes, and so neither divides one less than the other (i.e. p + q - 1 and 
q + p - l), THEN L is cyclic of order pq. IF L is a Moufang Loop of order 
pq where p divides q - 1, THEN either L is cyclic of order pq, or L is a 
group with presentation 
where r is any solution to 
rp = 1 (mod q), r f 1 (mod q). 
(Any such r gives the same group to isomorphism.) Furthermore, in the later 
case, L is the semidirect product of (a) and (b), and the multiplication in L 
is given by 
We denote L in this case by NpQ. There is such a unique such group for all 
such p and q. 
Proof L is a group [3, Proposition 31, and the rest follows by group 
theory, e.g., [7, Sect. 4.41. 1 
3. PROOFS 
In what follows, L is a Moufang Loop, and p, q and r are all odd primes. 
THEOREM 3.1. IF L is of order pq* so p + q - 1 and q + p - 1, and 
p # q, THEN L is associative, that is, + is a group. 
Proof By the Sylow theorem, there is a subloop G of L of order q*. 
Because the order is q*, it is a group, and so it is either Cy2 or C, x C,. 
(C, is the cyclic group of order n.) Also, there is a subloop of order p which 
must be cyclic; let it be generated by x. 
Since the intersection of (x) and G is trivial, and o(x) IGI equals pq2 
(the order of L), L = (x, G ). If G is cyclic, L is generated by two elements, 
and hence is a group. 
So G is C, x C, and is generated by y and z, each of order q. Consider 
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(x, y) = H. Both p and q divide the order of H which in turn divides the 
order of L (Lagrange’s theorem), the order of H is either pq or pq2. Now, 
H is a group, so if L is not, H must have order pq (or L = H). But since 
p 4- q - 1 and q + p - 1, H is cyclic of order pq, and hence generated by 
some W. But then L = (x, y, z) = (w, z) and hence a group. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. IF L is a Moufang Loop with order pqr such that 
2 < p < q < r are ail prime, THEN L is a group. 
Proof: Ifp-Cq-l,q+r-lorp+r-1,thentheproofsimilarto 
that of Theorem 3.1. So assume p 1 q - 1, q 1 r - 1 and p 1 r - 1, and that L is 
not a group. By the Sylow Theorem, we have elements x, y and z of order 
p, q, and r, respectively, and (x, y, z) has order at least pqr, and hence is 
L. Then consider the subgroups (x, y ), (x, z ) and ( y, z ). If any one of 
these is L, we have a group by diassociativity, so the orders of the sub- 
groups are pq, pr and qr, respectively. If any is cyclic, the generator of it 
and which ever one of x, y and z which is not in the cyclic group generate 
L, so we may assume the three subgroups are NP,,, NPr and N,,. Then the q 
subgroups (xy’) have order p, the r subgroups (xzi) have order p and the 
r subgroups ( yz’) have order q. Now, (xy’) # (xzj) or y’ = x- ‘(xz’)~, 
but then y E (x, z), whence (x, z) generates L, which is then a group. 
Hence, the number of subloops of order p (which we denote #,SL(p)) is 
at least q + r. But by the Hall theorem, # SL( p) E { 1, q, r, qr }, so 
#SL( p) = qr. Hence the number of elements of order p (denoted #&e(p)) 
is qr(p- l)=pqr-qr. 
Similarly, #SL(q)>r and #SL(q)E (1, p, r, pr}. But #SL(q)(q- I)= 
# eZe( q) d pqr - # eZe( p) = qr. Hence, # SL( q) d qr/( q - 1 ), so # SL( q) = r, 
and #e/e(p)+ #ele(q)=pqr-qr-qr-r= IL1 -r. Since (z) is of order 
r, it follows that # SL(r) = 1. 
Now, if zi # 1, then ( yzj) n (x, y ) = { 11 since if yzj = ykxm, then 
zj= y k- ‘xm. But then z E (x, y) and L is a group. Now, by the Hall 
Theorem, #SL(pq)E { 1, r> and the orders of the subloops (xy’, yzj) 
(with zi # 1) are in { pq, pqr}. As before, if any is of order pqr or is cyclic, 
L is a group, so we may assume all are NPy , Claim the subloops are all dis- 
tinct, for if not, say (xv’, yzj) = (xyk, yzm); then 
xyi = (xy”)“( yzm y, 
(yz”)b= (Xyk)-a(Xy’)E (x, y). 
Since z”# 1, we must have b = 0 so (xy”)” = xy’, and hence 
(xyk) = (xy’), so k = i. A similar argument establishes that j = m. 
But we know we have (q - l)(r - q) distinct subloops of order pq, so 
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(q - 1 )(r - 1) < r. But this implies q = 2, a contradiction. So L must be a 
group. I 
THEOREM 3.3. IF L is a Moufang Loop of order p2q, where p and q are 
odd primes such that p 1 q - 1, THEN L is a group. 
ProoJ Assume L is not a group. Then denote the Sylow p2-subloop of 
L by G, and the Sylow q-subloop by (x). We must have G g C, x C,, so 
let G be generated by y and z. Note (x, y) g (x, z) r NPQ. The q subloops 
( yx’) are the Sylow p-subloops of (x, y), and the q subloops (zxi) are 
the Sylow p-subloops of (x, z). If ( yx’) = (zx’) then 
yx’ = (zxj)O, 
and L is a group. 
Since the order of yx’ is p, and ( yx’) # (zxj), the order of ( yx’, zxj) is 
one of p2, pq or p2q, but the first implies L is a group. Hence, each 
( yx’, zxj) is either C, x C, or NPy. Furthermore, as in the previous 
theorem, all of these are distinct subgroups, so # SL( p*) + # SL( pq) 3 q*. 
Now, #SL(p2) E { 1, q}, and #SL(p) > 2q, since the q subloops ( yx’) 
and the q subloops (zxi) are each of order p. If #SL(p*) = 1, then 
#SL(p) = p + 1~ 2q (The later as p 1 q - 1 implies that q > p.) So 
#SL(p2)=q, and #SL(p)=q(p+l). Also #SL(pq)>q’-q, from 
which it follows that # ele( p) = p2q - q = q( p2 - 1). Now, every element 
of L\{ 1 } is of order p or q, for if not the element of higher order and at 
most one of x, y and z would generate L, so it would be a group. Hence 
#ele(q)<q- 1, so #SL(q)= 1. 
Each (a) of order p, (b) of order q generate (a, b), which is 
isomorphic to NPy . This gets us all subloops of order q, q times each, since 
N,, has q subloops of order p and one of order q. Hence 
#SL(pq)= #f=(q) #SL(p)/q= lq(p+ l)/q=p+ 1 Gq, 
contradicting the fact that #S’L(pq) 3 q2 - q, for q > q2 - q implies 
qG2. I 
THEOREM 3.4. IF L is a Moufang Loop of order pq2, p 1 q - 1, p and q 
odd primes, THEN L is a group. 
Proof. Assume not, and let G be the Sylow q-subloop of L, which is of 
order q*, and hence must be isomorphic to C, x C,. So let G be generated 
by y and z. Also let (x) be the Sylow p-subloop of L. 
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We have q2 subloops (x, yizi), all isomorphic to Npq. Pick r as in 
Lemma 2.7, so x-‘yx = y’. Let T(x) be the map which sends w to x-‘wx. 
By [7, p. 511, there are integers a and b so that 
(z) T(x) = zry and ( y’z’) T(x) = ( y’z’)“. 
Now, by [l, Lemma 3.2, p. 1171, T(x) is a semiautomorphism, that is, 
IT(x) = 1 and (mnm) T(x) = (m) P)(n) Q)(m) T(x). 
Since G is abelian, it follows that 
(where yi12 denotes the square roots of y, with the exponent being i/2 if i is 
even and (q + i)/2 if i is odd), 
= (y”‘) T(x)(z’) T(x)( y”‘) T(x), 
= ( y”l’)(z/‘~‘)( y”/2) = yr!Zly 
But then 
So we get r - r” = rb(mod q), so we can take a = b = 1. Define t = rp ~ ‘, 
then x( yizj) x-l = ( y’zj)‘. Then we have ( y’zj)x = x( yizi)’ and 
x( y’z”) = ( y’z’)‘x. 
LetLP=(mP:mEL);thenLP=G,sincetheorderof(yiz’)xkisp.By 
[2, Theorem 2.11, G is normal in L, and so by [S, Theorem 71, is not 
minimal normal in L. (If it were, the associator (G, G, L) would be { 1 }, so 
(yz)x = y(zx), and by Moufang’s Theorem, L would be a group.) 
So one of the subloops of G is normal in L; since they are all essentially 
the same, they all must be. Hence ( y ) and (z ) are normal in L. From 
[ 11, if N is normal in L and g, h E L, 
(Ng)h=N(gh)=(gN)h=(gh)N=g(hN). 
Let Y = ( y ), and consider 
( y’z’) Xk( y’z”) xn E ( Yz’) x”( YZrn) xn 
( yzj) xk( yZm) xn = y(ZjXkZmXn) = ytzj+ tkmXk+n) = ( yz’ +rkm) Xk+n. 
Similarly, if Z= (z), 
( y ‘Z) Xk( y/Z) xn = ( yi+ Ik’Z) Xk + n, 
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(yizj) Xk(ylZm) Xn = (,,j+-rklZ/+ rkm) Xk+n. 
Setting i = m = n = 1, and the rest zero, we get, 
y(zx) = ( y’zO) x0( JIOZ’) x’ = (y’zq x’ = ( yz)x, 
So by Moufang’s Theorem, L is a group. [ 
4. EVEN ORDER LOOPS 
Further work by the author has shown the Moufang Loops of order 2p2 
must be a group, and that there is a unique nonassociative Moufang Loop 
of order 4p, to wit Chein’s G(D,, 2) ( see [3]). The case 2pq appears to be 
open in general. 
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